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 Abstract 
 
The Amish have survived as a culture for more than three centuries. They have held on to                                 
the original set of rules they live by, called the Ordnung, while the world around them have                                 
adopted a new, more ‘liquidly modern’ way of life. This has led the Amish to adopt paradoxical                                 
compromises between the Amish way of life and the ‘English’ way of life, which caught our                               
attention. We think that these paradoxes can be explained by looking at the central issue of how                                 
the Amish culture survives in a ‘liquidly modern’ world. To examine this issue, we use a critical                                 
realist approach. We use three documentaries about the Amish to gather empirical knowledge.                         
We then attempt to give an explanation of which mechanisms could be causing what is observed                               
in the documentaries. We do this by combining the use of Zygmunt Bauman’s theory of ‘liquid                               
modernity’, Benedict Anderson’s theory of ‘imagined communities’ and Louis Althusser’s                   
theory of ‘Ideological and Repressive State Apparatuses’. We find that Bauman’s liquid                       
modernity provide an interesting framework for understanding Amish culture and the theories of                         
‘imagined communities’ and ‘Ideological and Repressive State Apparatuses’ provide for a strong                       
explanation, which transcends the apparent complexity of the Amish world. We believe that this                           
project can provide a useful outline for analysing the survival of a culture at a national or                                 
subnational level from a critical realist perspective. 
 
 
  
 Glossary 
 
Elders: Bishops of the Amish Church. Sometimes also referred to as ‘leaders’. They are chosen                             
between the righteous men of the community. They are the ones who interpret the scriptures,                             
decide the Ordnung and have the power to excommunicate. 
 
English: Word normally used by the Amish to refer to non­Amish people. As Amish                           
communities just exist in the USA and Canada, English is what we could name ‘mainstream                             
society’. 
 
Excommunication: The act of expelling an Amish member from the Church. It is a consequence                             
of going against the Ordnung and it is usually punished with shunning.  
 
Gelassenheit: It is a very valued attitude among the Amish. Yielding to God, to the Ordnung and                                 
to the community, and being humble, are the main characteristics of this attitude. 
 
Ordnung: A series of unwritten rules that shape Amish behaviour and define what ‘has’, ‘can’                             
and ‘cannot’ be done. They are chosen by the Elders of the community twice a year. Going                                 
against these rules may be a reason for excommunication. 
 
Pennsylvania Dutch: This language, which is a variant of German, is the language that the                             
Amish speak. This dialect is their first language and it is what they speak between them. 
 
Rumspringa: A period in Amish life that usually starts around the age of 16 and lasts from a                                   
few months to several years. During this time, Amish teenagers are allowed to immerse in the                               
English world and disregard Amish rules. After that period they have to decide whether to leave                               
the community or join the Amish Church and get baptised. 
 
 Shunning: The discontinuation of social interaction with someone. The rest of the community,                         
including their families, disregard those who are shunned. This is usually a punishment for                           
certain behaviours or a consequence of breaking the life­lasting pact of belonging to the Amish                             
Church. An example of how families shun a member who has been excommunicated is by                             
refusing to eat at the same table as him. 
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Problem Field 
 
At the initial stages of writing this project, we wished to understand how a culture could                               
survive in a world that is constantly facing pressures from the outside. We initially had different                               
cases in mind, but the Amish seemed like the most interesting. This is because the Amish                               
communities are constantly facing the pressure of modernisation, or to be more specific, they are                             
facing the pressures of the ‘liquidification’ of modernity. Nevertheless, the number of Amish                         
population is growing year by year and the Amish have a considerably high retention rate. The                               
pressures, or threats, that Amish society face can take on a very complex form and so can the                                   
reactions of the Amish. This can lead to paradoxical situations such as an Amish individual                             
accepting car rides from an English person, but refusing to own a car himself or an Amish                                 
individual using electricity, but only if it comes from a generator. In order to make sense of these                                   
paradoxes, we felt the need to use theories, which could break through the complexity of the                               
empirical domain of reality at which these things happen and give us an idea of which forces or                                   
mechanisms could be causing these paradoxes at a deeper level. To do so, we used three theories,                                 
which we will explain more in depth in the theoretical framework and in the chapters in which                                 
we used them. These theories are the theories of liquid modernity, imagined communities and                           
Ideological State Apparatuses. Because many distinct Amish communities with specific sets of                       
rules have formed, we chose to work with a particular one, namely the Old Order Amish. These                                 
are the Amish people with the strictest set of rules, and perhaps this allowed for a clearer contrast                                   
between their way of life and the English way of life. To gather empirical knowledge about the                                 
Old Order Amish, we used three documentaries which explained Amish life, not only in a                             
general way, but also showing particular problematic aspects in Amish life, such as                         
excommunication, the Rumspringa period and the interaction with the English world. We chose                         
these documentaries because they were at the centre of the problem that we wished to get a better                                   
understanding of, which, as previously mentioned, is the problem of survival in a ‘liquidly                           
 modern’ world. To delve into this problem, we have formulated the research question and                           
working questions below, which helped us to structure our research. 
 
Research Question 
 
How can the threats against Amish culture and its defence against these threats be explained,                             
based on the picture of the Amish that we derived from the documentaries? 
 
Working Questions 
 
1. How are the Amish described in the documentaries? 
2. How does liquid modernity threaten the Amish? 
3. Which survival mechanisms are at work in Amish society? 
 
Hypothesis 
 
Our hypothesis is the following: ‘Through the imagining of itself as an imagined                         
community, and through the use of Ideological State Apparatuses and Repressive State                       
Apparatuses, the Amish culture is distantiating itself from ‘liquid modernity’, thus preserving                       
their culture’. Even in the case that this hypothesis proves to be of great explanatory value, we                                 
are aware that many other explanations can hold true as well, so the hypothesis will not be seen                                   
as ‘the truth’ but simply as a possible explanation for how the Amish survive. 
 
Project Design 
 
We are briefly going to clarify the themes that we are going to develop in each chapter                                 
and how are they relevant for giving an answer to our research question: 
 In the first chapter we will present the problem and the question which we want to answer                                 
with our work. This also includes the reasons why we found this issue interesting and the initial                                 
hypothesis we had when we addressed this subject. In the end of this chapter, we have                               
incorporated a short list of concepts to show what our understanding of them is, and how this                                 
understanding will shape the way we use them throughout the project. 
In the methods chapter we will explain which kind of sources have we chosen, why we                               
did so and how we decided those, which fitted, better for our problem. Also, we are going to                                   
explain the reasons for following a critical realist view when approaching to these sources.                           
Finally, there is a brief presentation of the limitations of time and resources that we found when                                 
addressing the question and how we would do the research if we did not have those restrictions. 
In Chapter 3 we will offer a brief introduction to the theories we are going to use when                                   
developing the project. That includes a short presentation of the author and the theory, where has                               
been employed before and how are we going to apply it: ‘liquid modernity’ as the frame and                                 
‘imagined communities’ and ‘Ideological State Apparatuses’ as mechanisms inside this frame. 
In Chapter 4 we will focus on one of our main sources: documentaries. We will explain                               
the picture that the documentaries portray in a critical way, questioning how they present the                             
Amish. 
In the fifth chapter we will develop the theoretical frame where the questions we want to                               
address are located. To do so, we will briefly present ‘liquid modernity’ and then counterpose                             
these two different kinds of modernity around four main blocks. Finally, we will summarise this                             
point asking if the Amish are modern or not. 
In our final chapter, we will explain the mechanisms the Amish use to counter the                             
‘liquidification’ forces of the mainstream world. Here, we will address how they manage to                           
survive in the global ‘liquid’ world, that is, our main concern when starting this work. To do so                                   
we are going to focus on Anderson’s ‘imagined communities’ and Althusser’s ‘Ideological State                         
Apparatuses’. 
Finally, in the conclusion we will summarise our findings. We will also answer our                           
research question, as well as our working questions, and assess the accuracy of our hypothesis. 
 
 Concepts 
 
The fundamental problem that is treated in this project is the survival of Amish culture.                             
Therefore, we will now define the concepts of ‘culture’ and ‘survival’. 
 
Culture: When talking about the Amish, ‘culture’ involves a wide range of aspects. We define a                               
culture as a particular set of rules and life­meanings that shape the life of the people belonging to                                   
the culture. For the Amish, religion is a fundamental axis and its implications are a constituent                               
part of the culture. So when we are talking about ‘culture’, we are also referring to religion,                                 
because religion is the basis upon Amish culture is built. Both concepts refer to each other in a                                   
dialectical way. Culture is also synonymous with the Old Order Amish in this research paper,                             
because talking about culture in a general way within the Amish could result in not accounting                               
for the cultural differences between the different communities. 
 
Survival: When we talk about survival we are not using the term in a physical way. We use it as                                       
‘cultural survival’, to find out how a culture can keep existing without losing what characterises                             
it. In this global world, minority cultures are in constant risk, because the threats come in very                                 
different forms: technological, economical, social, ideological, etc. Therefore, these cultures                   
have to develop a series of mechanisms in order to repel what endangers its way of life. 
 
 
  
 Chapter 2: Methods 
 
In this chapter we will first explain which approach we took, as well as our                             
epistemological and ontological positions. Then we will explain how we used retroduction in our                           
project and why we chose to base our project on qualitative data. Afterwards, we will explain our                                 
use of sources and our criteria for choosing our sources of empirical data. Finally, we will briefly                                 
explain some of the limitations that we will face during our project. 
 
Research Approach and Epistemological and Ontological Considerations 
 
We have chosen to work with a critical realist approach. This approach is often                           
associated with the early writings of the British philosopher Roy Bhaskar ​(1978)​. As written in                             
the SAGE encyclopaedia of qualitative research methods, “Critical realism is one of a range of                             
postpositivist approaches positioned between positivism/objectivism and           
constructivism/relativism” (Clark, 2008, p. 3). This fusion between different approaches was                     
made because Bhaskar felt that whereas the positivist/objectivist side ignored the social                       
construction of knowledge completely, the other side of this dichotomy put too much weight                           
solely on the human perspective (Ibid.). 
To sort out the clash between these two dominant approaches, Bhaskar developed a                         
special ontological position, namely the transcendental realist ontology, which we also used in                         
our project. According to this ontological position, there are three domains of reality. There is the                               
empirical domain, which is what we experience as researchers. Then, there is the domain of the                               
actual, which is all that is happening and which the empirical domain is a part of, but that we do                                       
not necessarily get a glimpse of in our research. Finally, there is the domain of the real, which                                   
encapsulates the two previous domains, and is the dimension where the mechanisms that                         
determined the events that we wish to study are happening. As critical realists, we hoped to get                                 
an understanding of the domain of the real, from our observations of the empirical domain, i.e.                               
we wanted to transcend the domain of the empirical and the domain of the actual. We felt that                                   
 taking this ontological position made sense, because there are some paradoxes at the empirical                           
level such as how the Amish select some new technologies, but not other technological                           
advancements, resulting in peculiar compromises such as using electricity but only through                       
power generators or using tractors, but with steel wheels, so that they cannot be used for                               
transport. We felt that the only way to give an explanation to these paradoxes was get an                                 
understanding of the mechanisms that lie at the deep core of Amish society. 
Regarding our epistemology, we took a constructionist epistemological stance, which                   
means that we see all knowledge as a social construction. In Sayer’s own words, “Science or the                                 
production of any kind of knowledge is a social practice” (Sayer, 1992, p. 5). This means that we                                   
did not take the descriptions in documentaries or books about the Amish as reality in itself, but                                 
rather as accounts or interpretations of reality. Furthermore, as stated by Clark, “The real and                             
actual domains can be perceived only fallibly” (Clark, 2008, p. 4). As critical realists, we do                               
acknowledge that there exists an objective reality, but we are aware that our knowledge of it is                                 
not indisputable. We accept that our knowledge is only provisional and we distinguish between                           
“knowledge – the transitive object … of science” and “reality – the intransitive object of                             
science” (​Danermark et al., 2002, ​p. 23). 
 
Retroductive Reasoning 
 
We decided to use retroductive reasoning, diversely from the more commonly used                       
approaches of induction or deduction. According to Olsen and Morgan, retroduction is “a mode                           
of analysis in which events are studied with respect to what may have, must have, or could have                                   
caused them. In short it means asking why events have happened in the way they did” (Olsen and                                   
Morgan, 2004, p. 25). Retroduction thus involves transcending empirical observations in order to                         
discover the mechanisms that are causing these observations to happen (McEvoy and Richards,                         
2006). Therefore, for critical realists “it is acceptable that generative mechanisms are not directly                           
observable, since they can be admitted into theoretical accounts on the grounds that their effects                             
are observable” (​Bryman, 2012, p. 29​); something that would not be acceptable within the                           
positivist paradigm. Indeed, as is clarified by ​Danermark et al.​, “Should one single feature of                             
 critical realism be highlighted, it is the criticism of that reduction of reality which does not take                                 
into account deep structure with its underlying mechanisms, and thus restricts our understanding                         
of the world” (​Danermark et al., 2002, ​p. 8). Retroduction can be broken down into three steps.                                 
First, the researcher has to make observations and describe them. Then, the researcher has to                             
come up with models or theories that can explain these observations. Finally, the researcher                           
should examine whether these models will remain just what they are, i.e. hypothetical models, or                             
if they can be said to actually exist in the form of mechanisms (Blaikie, 2004). As mentioned                                 
before, we are aware that we cannot know with certainty the objective reality that is out there,                                 
because our knowledge is solely based on our observations from the empirical domain, and it is                               
socially constructed. Therefore, as critical realists, what we did with our data can simply be                             
described as ‘inference to the best explanation’. 
 
Qualitative Approach 
 
Our project is based solely on qualitative research. Some critical realists tend to prefer                           
qualitative research, rather the quantitative research, because they feel that it enables them to                           
capture the complexity of the world more successfully (Clark, 2008). Nevertheless, as Clark                         
says, “There is nothing inherent in critical realism that directs researchers to theoretical,                         
qualitative, or quantitative methods” (Clark, 2008, p. 5). We think that critical realism is suitable                             
for qualitative research because it is convenient for investigating the complexity of the social                           
world, something which qualitative research is usually chosen for. Rather than reproducing                       
separate conditions for experiments, critical realists embrace the complexity of reality, and base                         
their explanations on the worldviews of the social actors that are studied (Ibid.). 
 
Sources and Sampling 
 
For this project, we have used five types of data sources: documentaries, books, journals,                           
essays and online publications. 
 First, we have used documentaries about the Amish as a source of empirical knowledge.                           
The selection of the documentaries of our interest can be described as an analytically filtered                             
process, as opposed to an analytically focused process. This means that the material we used for                               
our research pre­existed us and that we chose from it the things that are interesting in relation to                                   
our research question. In contrast, an analytically focused process would have involved the                         
creation of our own data, in accordance to our research question, or perhaps using data that                               
sought to answer the same research question. Our analytically filtered process involved picking                         
the appropriate data, rather than creating it (Gibson and Brown, 2009, p. 65). To choose the                               
appropriate data, we used purposive sampling. This way of sampling can be classified as a                             
“non­probability form of sampling” (Bryman, 2012, p. 418), meaning that we did not choose our                             
sources of data, i.e. the documentaries, on a random basis. In fact, we chose the three                               
documentaries which we based our description of the Amish upon among an initial selection of                             
eight documentaries. We did so because we thought that these specific documentaries would give                           
us most insight about the central problem that we wished to study in this project, namely the                                 
survival of the Amish. There are different approaches to purposive sampling. Our sampling                         
approach has the characteristics of two types of purposive sampling described by Bryman                         
(2012). The first approach is typical case sampling, which as defined by Anderson is “sampling a                               
case because it exemplifies a dimension of interest” (Ibid., p. 419). However our approach could                             
also, in some instances, be described as a stratified purposive sampling, i.e. “Sampling of usually                             
typical cases or individuals within subgroups of interest” (Ibid., p. 419). In fact, within the                             
Amish, the Old Order Amish were of special interest, so we chose documentaries about this                             
specific Amish community. Also, teenagers participating in Rumspringa, as well as individuals                       
that got excommunicated, were a particular group of interest. Before analysing our                       
documentaries, we also brainstormed our documentary sources, meaning that we tried to think of                           
what they could tell us about our research question. For instance, we thought that some                             
documentaries, if not all, would include a part about the Rumspringa period in Amish life, which                               
would be useful to bring out some of the issues relating to the survival of the Amish. What was                                     
important in doing so, was to avoid excluding any documentary beforehand, since they could all                             
be interesting. We felt that, to have a clearer picture of what we wanted to look for during our                                     
 analysis of the documentary sources, would be beneficial (Gibson and Brown, 2009). Regarding                         
the analysis of the documentaries, we did not use a very precise analysis method such as content                                 
analysis or discourse analysis. However, we used a record sheet with some questions that made it                               
easier to compare the documentaries and extract the main body of knowledge that we would later                               
interpret with different theoretical models (Ibid.). These questions were the following: What                       
aspects of Amish life are particularly problematic? What could be the driving forces behind these                             
issues? Why do the Amish hold on to these aspects? 
Second, we used books written by scholars such as Zygmunt Bauman and Benedict                         
Anderson, an essay written by Louis Althusser, and journals and online publications written by                           
other scholars, in order to gather knowledge about our three main theories. We also used books                               
about the Amish as background knowledge, so that when we watched the documentaries, we                           
were familiar with the Amish way of life and special words such as ‘Gelassenheit’ or ‘Ordnung’. 
An important distinction that has to be made regarding our sources is that between                           
primary data and secondary data (Ibid.). In our project, we have not produced data ourselves, but                               
rather relied on secondary data. For us it was difficult to gain access to the life of the Amish                                     
people directly, as we would of had to travel the place where they live, or perhaps contacted                                 
some of them via mail, which was not a feasible option. 
 
Limitations 
 
If we had had more time to conduct research on the Amish people, we would have tried                                 
to contact some Amish, or excommunicated Amish people, online. For instance, Facebook                       
groups, where people that were previously Amish gather to share memories of their Amish life,                             
as well as reaching out for help in adapting to a new society. This could have been a valuable                                     
place to ask for the permission to interview some of these people. This would have                             
complemented our project greatly and we would suggest future researchers who wish to do                           
research about the Amish to consider using this approach, even solely as a complementary                           
source of knowledge. 
 The other limitation we found is related with filming and the Amish culture itself. For the                               
Amish, being photographed or filmed is an act of pride and the Ordnung forbids it. Because we                                 
have used documentaries as one of our main sources this limited the aspects of Amish life which                                 
we got access to. Consequently, in order to approach the Amish, most of the documentaries film                               
those who are not Amish anymore or are in process of being excommunicated or the teenagers                               
on Rumspringa. Although it is a limitation, we took advantage of it, using this fact as a critical                                   
thought when approaching our sources: it is quite relevant how Amish people are filmed. 
 
 
  
 Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 
 
Liquid Modernity 
 
Zygmunt Bauman is a sociologist and philosopher born in a low class Jewish family in                             
1925, in the city of Poznan, Poland. He fought against the Germans in World War II and                                 
achieved the Rank of captain. The threat of Nazism made him commit to communist ideas and,                               
in consequence, was a member of the Polish Workers’ Party, though in the next years he started                                 
to doubt Marxist theory, thinking of new interpretations that could fit in modern times. In the                               
early 1950s, he started his studies in philosophy and social sciences. Anti­Semitic climate,                         
however, spoiled his opportunity to make a career in the army, so he focused on his studies and                                   
intellectual life.  
He became an assistant professor in 1961 in the London School of Economics and was                             
also one of the main figures in ​Studia Socjologiczne​, one of the main sociology journals in                               
Poland. In the mid­1960s, he held the Chair of General Sociology at Warsaw University and in                               
1966 was elected president of the Executive Committee of the Polish Sociological Association.                         
At this point, Bauman starts to question the regime and, as a consequence, he loses the favour of                                   
the Party, resulting in censorship, condemnation and vigilance. In 1967, Anti­Semitic climate                       
explodes in Poland; one year after, Bauman takes the decision of disenrollment from the Party. A                               
few months later he is kicked from his academic position, being accused as a bad influence for                                 
the youth. 
Shortly after, he emigrated from Poland and worked in Canada, the United States,                         
Australia and, finally settling in the United Kingdom. There, he was Professor of Sociology at                             
Leeds University from 1971 until 1990, when he formally retired. In 1998 he was congratulated                             
with the Adorno Prize and in the last years was made emeritus professor at Warsaw University                               
(Smith, 1999). 
 His production is quite voluminous, especially since the 1990s. Some his most notable                         
works are; ​Freedom ​(1988), ​Modernity and Ambivalence ​(1991), ​Globalization: the Human                     
Consequences ​(1998), ​In Search of Politics ​(1999) and, of course, ​Liquid Modernity ​(2000). 
Bauman’s ‘liquid modernity’ is one of the most contemporary theories that came in                         
postmodern setting. It was first presented in his already mentioned work ​Liquid Modernity​. The                           
theory had, however, numerous precedents. His three first influences were Marx, Gramsci and                         
Habermas; however, due to the growing influence of the consumer society in the communist                           
world starting in the 1980s, Bauman began to look at capitalism, fascinated for its capacity to                               
exercise discipline in a seductive, unnoticeable way. In this moment, Foucault, Adorno and                         
Lévinas take the place of his first idols and the previous optimism of the ‘discourse ethics’ turned                                 
on the pessimism that implies the almost invisible ties of postmodern society (Smith, 1999). 
The ideas that ​Liquid Modernity ​gathers were, however, surrounding sociological and                     
philosophical thinking in the years during which Bauman’s work was published. Richard Sennett                         
constitutes a direct influence and is repeatedly quoted in Bauman’s book. Sennett is, indeed, “a                             
thinker Bauman greatly admires” (Bauman and Tester, 2001, p. 3) and most of the ideas                             
expressed in ​Liquid Modernity​ can also be found, though maybe latent, in Sennett’s production. 
Bauman’s ‘liquid modernity’ constitutes a theory that goes in­depth into how                     
contemporary society works, the reasons of its effectiveness and the causes that make certain                           
ideas incompatible with the postmodern world. Through our work we will present more in depth                             
the characteristics that define this theory, relating this to the goal of our study. 
Zygmunt Bauman’s concept of ‘liquid modernity’ has been used both in sociological and                         
philosophical studies. It is a helpful frame when approaching problems of a postmodern world,                           
especially those of modernity and consumerism. Its value resides on a critical approach to the                             
ties that society implies for the individual. 
For us, it will be the frame where mainstream and Amish cultures coexist. With this                             
concept we want to illustrate the meeting between these two different kinds of society, based on                               
radically different ideas about life. This clash will be between ‘liquid’ and ‘solid’ forms of                             
modernity. This setting will help us to further explain what strategies Amish people use to stop                               
the ‘liquidification’ forces. 
  
Imagined Communities 
 
Benedict Richard O’Gorman Anderson was born in Kunming, China, on the 26th of                         
August 1936. His father, James O’Gorman, was of Irish descent and some of his family had                               
participated in Irish nationalist movements (Lo, 2000). In 1941, Benedict and his family moved                           
to California, where he got his high school education. In 1957, he received a Bachelor of Arts                                 
(B.A.) in classics at Cambridge University, England (Ibid.), and in 1958 he moved to Cornell                             
University to write his PhD on Indonesia (Hauge, 2011). In 1961, Benedict went to Jakarta,                             
Indonesia to conduct his research. In 1965 a communist coup took place in Indonesia where                             
thousands of civilians were killed. Benedict wrote a research paper about this event, which got                             
dubbed the ‘Cornell Paper’. This led to him being barred from Indonesia for the duration of                               
Suharto’s Regime (Hauge, 2011). He completed his PhD in 1967 and worked as a professor in                               
the Department of Government at Cornell University, until he retired in 2002 (Ibid.). 
Anderson is best known for his book called ​Imagined Communities: Reflections on the                         
Origin and Spread of Nationalism​, which was published for the first time in 1983 and was                               
republished in a revised and extended edition, which we are going to use, in 1991. In this book,                                   
Anderson sought to explain the emergence of nationalism, or as he refers to it, ‘nation­ness’. As                               
the following quote from Anderson illustrates, he saw nationalism as a social construction and                           
wished to examine how it became so prominent: “My point of departure is that nationality, or, as                                 
one might prefer to put it in view of that word's multiple significations, nation­ness, as well as                                 
nationalism, are cultural artefacts of a particular kind. To understand them properly we need to                             
consider carefully how they have come into historical being, in what ways their meanings have                             
changed over time, and why, today, they command such profound emotional legitimacy”                       
(Anderson, 1991, p. 20). This work by Anderson (1991) has become very popular in the fields of                                 
political science and sociology, as well as in geography, and numerous scholars have cited it. In                               
fact, Hauge calls him “one of the most influential scholars of his generation” (Hauge, 2011, p.                               
19). In the same book, Anderson set forth the concept of ‘imagined communities’ to describe the                               
nation. For our analysis of Amish culture, we are going to use Anderson’s own definition of the                                 
 nation. We will use the four main characteristics of a nation or imagined community set forth in                                 
this definition as criteria for an imagined community to exist. These criteria will be used in                               
conjunction with Althusser’s theory of Ideological State Apparatuses to provide an explanation                       
for how the Amish culture is surviving. 
 
Ideological State Apparatuses 
 
Louis Pierre Althusser was born in Birmandreis, Algeria in 1918, raised in a religious                           
family and took great interest in the Catholic Church as a child. From an early age, Althusser                                 
excelled in school, and ​in 1939 was accepted into École Normale Supérieure in Paris, however                             
he was unable to attend due to being conscripted into the army. Once in the army, he participated                                   
in WWII, where he was captured and spent the next 6 years in a P.O.W. (Prisoner of War) camp.                                     
According to Lewis (2009), “Althusser credits the experiences of solidarity, political action, and                         
community that he found in the camp as opening him up to the idea of communism”. Once the                                   
war ended, Althusser began his education at École Normale Supérieure and this is where he                             
would go on to spend the next 32 years as a professor of philosophy. During which time he                                   
began to focus on Christian and Marxist thought (Ibid.). Althusser ultimately became well                         
known in the 1960s due to his efforts in fusing Marxism and Structuralism. He believed that                               
Marx’s theories were often too thin and he desired to expand upon them. Continuing his support                               
for communism, Althusser wrote several essays, including his best known, ​Ideology and                       
Ideological State Apparatuses, ​which we focus on for our research. 
Arising from his keen interest in Marxism, Althusser’s ​Ideology and Ideological State                       
Apparatuses ​was originally published in 1968 and translated to English in 1971. In this essay,                             
Althusser expands on Marx’s theory of ​ideology as false consciousness, while drawing from his                           
own knowledge, as well as that of other modern theorists. Diving deeply into ideology and how                               
society functions, he used ideological interpellation ​to analyse “the necessary relationship                     
between state and subject such that a given economic mode of production might subsist.” (Lewis,                             
2009).  
 Althusser wanted to illustrate how the State is able to maintain control by making the                             
working class believe that their position is natural. In doing this, he argues that ideologies are                               
always present in society and it is the duty of the ruling class to interpellate the population into                                   
the role of obedient subjects who believe that they are supposed to fulfil the role they are given. 
Furthermore, Althusser focuses on Repressive State Apparatuses (RSA) and Ideological                   
State Apparatuses (ISA) to illustrate how the power elite ensures that the working class complies                             
with these ideologies. While the RSAs are usually that of the government, police, military or                             
other power flexing figures who can persuade the population by violence, the ISAs are often                             
Churches, schools and families, and are generally softer and are more focused on instilling a                             
sense of cooperation into the people.  
Althusser’s theory of ideology has “​been broadly deployed in the social sciences and                         
humanities and has provided a foundation for much ‘post­Marxist’ philosophy.” (Lewis, 2009).                       
Currently, many of his concepts are gaining popularity in academia by those “who are returning                             
to Marx and to Marxian analyses to explain alternatives to our present socio­economic                         
conjuncture.” (Ibid.). 
During our initial research into the Amish, we wished to discover why the Amish live the                               
way they do. Additionally, there are relatively few well­written books about the Amish and many                             
were written in the 1970s and 80s. We wanted to create research into this subject and, in doing                                   
so, discover explanations for the distinct collective identity that the Amish culture is known for.                             
This led us to Althusser’s theory of ideology. We were able to apply it to the Amish and                                   
demonstrate how their culture is created through interpellation. We can clearly see the                         
connection between the various ISAs and the strong willingness to maintain their culture.                         
Additionally, through the various documentaries, which we viewed, we were able to see the                           
struggles that many Amish teens face during Rumspringa, when choosing to return to the Amish                             
or to go English. It is evident that the ideologies are strongly ingrained into the youth through the                                   
religious, education and family ISAs. Ultimately, Althusser’s theory will provide us with a clear                           
picture of how the Amish ideologies are instilled into the communities. 
 Chapter 4: Description of the Amish Culture Based on         
Documentaries 
 
Trouble in Amish Paradise 
 
This documentary follows the path of two Amish men named Ephraim and Jesse                         
Stoltzfus, and their families. Both families, who are part of the Old Order Amish of Lancaster                               
County, Pennsylvania, are facing excommunication from the Amish Church, since they have                       
started questioning Amish rules and breaking some of them. 
In this documentary many characteristics of the Amish Church are described. As the                         
documentary begins, the metaphor of a ‘world frozen in time’ is used to describe Amish society.                               
The narrator explains that since their forefathers have settled in Pennsylvania almost three                         
centuries ago, the Amish lifestyle has remained largely unchanged. He adds that the Amish do                             
live nearby the more modern English, but that they have a strict set of rules which distantiate                                 
them from the English. In fact, Amish life is all they know, and neither are they accustomed to                                   
modern life or go outside their settlement much. The Amish have a strong sense of community                               
and rely on each other to survive. For instance, if someone goes out of business, if they get sick                                     
or if their house burns down, they can count on the support of the whole community. They are                                   
taught physical work since their childhood and they live a very disciplined life. They always                             
have rules that tell them what to do, even though they might not know the reason behind these                                   
rules. These rules, which go as far in detail as the colour of the buggies are decided twice a year                                       
by the elders. Over the years, disagreements have arisen concerning the rules, so the Amish have                               
split up into many groups, such as the Old Order Amish, each living by a specific set of rules. If                                       
an Amish individual breaks the rules, he is excommunicated by the Amish Church (his                           
wife/husband and kids are excommunicated too if he is married). 
Ephraim has read the Bible in English and since that point he has started to ask more and                                   
more questions about the Amish way of life, thus moving further and further away from that way                                 
of life. Ephraim’s family got excommunicated for studying the Bible outside their home.                         
 Ephraim has now sold his farm and moved to a new farm, where he does things such as using a                                       
phone inside the house. However, he still uses a car battery to charge the phone, which is in line                                     
with the Amish rules. Ephraim acknowledges the need of rules, but he says that they should not                                 
contradict what the Bible says, which he feels they do. Jesse got excommunicated too, and he                               
now has to appear in front of the whole community to defend the way he acted. This procedure is                                     
similar to a court appearance. As mentioned by Jesse, there is very little differentiation between                             
the rules regarding their importance, and the Amish Church could treat minor ‘offences’ as major                             
‘offences’. Ephraim’s family does not want to shun, but if they do not do that they risk getting                                   
excommunicated too. Similarly, the deacon of the Church is Jesse's father, so Jesse is torn                             
between following his faith the way he sees fit or staying with his father. Both describe this as a                                     
source of a lot of suffering. In fact, at one point Ephraim says that “it would be much easier if                                       
they would just kill us” (Trouble in Amish Paradise, 2009). Jesse is also baffled by the absurdity                                 
of this situation: he has been excommunicated, but the relation with people does not seem to                               
have changed as they are still quite friendly with him while shunning him. He describes this as a                                   
‘mind game’. 
It seems that there is major issue that Ephraim and Jesse do not approve of. It is that the                                     
Bible is written in an antiquated version of the German language, which the Amish no longer                               
understand, and as a result the rules that they live by, which are supposed to be taken from the                                     
Bible, are not necessarily written in the Bible. To quote Ephraim, “That's the sad part of the                                 
rules; they combine Church and culture and that's wrong, you cannot do that. [...] If that's the                                 
way it was supposed to be, then Jesus would have made those rules specific and said you gotta                                   
drive a horse with a green harness or you go to hell, and he didn't say that” (Ibid). However, as                                       
the documentary mentions, a lot of Amish people are starting to read the Bible in English, which                                 
then makes them question Amish regulations like Ephraim did. This change can also be seen at a                                 
tent meeting, which is held once a year between different Churches, with the objective to convert                               
Amish people into their evangelical movement. In one instance of the documentary, a public                           
speaker at this annual meeting can be heard saying these words: “it’s a sin to keep the people in                                     
darkness, by giving them a Bible in a language that they do not understand and telling them and                                   
warning them not to read it in English” (Ibid). Although these evangelical movements invite the                             
 Amish, the Amish bishops do not want them to attend out of fear that they might convert, and the                                     
Amish could get excommunicated if they attend this meeting. 
 
Devil’s Playground 
 
Devil’s Playground ​is a documentary released in 2002, produced by Stick Figure                       
Productions and directed by the Academy Award nominated and Emmy winner Lucy Walker. It                           
follows the stories of Amish youth during Rumspringa, but also has mention of those who                             
decided to leave the Amish and have an English life. For that purpose, Walker uses mostly the                                 
testimonies of those who are affected, in one form or another, by the Rumspringa. 
The tone of the documentary tends to be dramatic and sensationalist, highlighting the                         
‘wild’ aspect of Rumspringa. The picture that the film paints goes apart from the previous                             
knowledge that we had about this practice. In fact, most of the Amish during Rumspringa tend to                                 
stay at home and do not have a very different life from what they are used to (Kraybill,                                   
Johnson­Weiner and Nolt, 2013). This focus on the less common side of Rumspringa may                           
respond to commercial attractiveness, but it is necessary to be noted. 
Its main concern is to show the difficulty of the decision of leaving or staying Amish. We                                 
can clearly perceive that in Faron, a young man who has troubles deciding whether he should                               
join the Church or not. He changes his mind quite often because both worlds are attractive.                               
Amish society provides family, community, and security, while English gives him wider life                         
possibilities, like love and freedom. Finally, after he quits drugs and goes through a lot of                               
different ideas, he leaves the Amish and lives happily with his girlfriend, but he keeps the door                                 
open for the possibility of coming back: “Jesus didn’t get baptized till he was 32” he says at the                                     
end of the film. 
‘Possibilities’ is a recurring topic for those who leave the Amish. Velda, a girl who also                               
decides to set apart from her community, talks about how she appreciates all the opportunities                             
the English world give to her, opportunities that Amish society does not allow – like, for                               
example, going to college. The “possibilities” theme will be of great importance in the next                             
chapters of the work. 
 Money is also related with the possibilities, this time for Rumspringa itself. One of the                             
Elders argues that working in factories makes young people have more money than before, so                             
when Rumspringa comes they have a lot of money to spend on cars, alcohol and drugs. He says                                   
how they are freer than before, because their economy now allows them to buy and, in                               
consequence, do more things than before. 
It is also noticeable the fact that all the teenagers appearing in the documentary ‘make the                               
right choice’. Whether they leave or not, their decision usually makes them happy. They may                             
have some doubts, but they feel like it is the correct thing. Joann, one girl who decides to join the                                       
Church after Rumspringa, tells the director that she is happy now, living an Amish life. She does                                 
it by letter, because she is not allowed to be filmed after being baptized. 
‘Filming’ is another remarkable thing to question the documentary itself. Both when                       
Joanne tells that she is happy and at the beginning, the film explains the fact that Amish people                                   
are not allowed to be filmed. However, we find plenty of moments where Amish people – even a                                   
preacher – appear giving testimonies, arguments, opinions, working or eating. Are they from a                           
more liberal community that allows filming? Or excommunicated Amish who still live in the                           
way Amish do? This contradiction between what is showed and what is told throws also doubts                               
about the thoroughness of the documentary itself. 
This contradiction also appears when talking about the amount of people who keep being                           
Amish. While the documentary mostly shows us people that leave than those who stay, in the                               
end of the film a surprising text appears: “Currently almost 90 per cent of Amish young people                                 
will join the Amish Church. This retention rate is the highest ever since the founding of the                                 
Amish Church in 1693” (​Devil’s Playground, 2002). This stresses how, despite of the previous                           
showing of the freedom and the possibilities an English life offer, being Amish is still attractive                               
for them. It may be the security, the feeling of community or the slow­paced life. However, we                                 
will discuss this in depth in the next chapters. 
 
  
The Amish: How They Survive 
 
The Amish: How They Survive is a documentary made with the purpose of showing how                             
rapid growth, as well as economical pressure threatens the Amish community. The film revolves                           
around the economic troubles that the Amish deal with and how they must adapt to the pressures                                 
of the world outside of theirs, while preserving their own distinct collective identity. While many                             
‘English’ have a romanticised view of the Amish, this film sets out to paint a picture of the true                                     
struggles that the Amish face. It does, however, mention that the Old Order Amish have a “way                                 
of life that runs counter, or at least far behind the culture around them” (​The Amish: How They                                   
Survive​, 2005). The film states that the Amish lifestyle is much more complex than “moving to                               
Alabama and becoming a hippy, if that is all the Amish are about then it won’t work” (Ibid.). It                                     
clearly shows that, although the Amish seem to live a simple life, their life has many beliefs that                                   
set them apart from the previously mentioned hippies. 
According to the documentary, “Amish farmers cannot compete in conventional                   
agriculture. Forty years ago, we were 90­95 per cent farmers, today we are less than 10 per cent”,                                   
as well as, “[There are] more of us for the same amount of land” (​The Amish: How They Survive,                                     
2005). This sets the tone for the rest of the film, clearly showing that the Amish must adapt out                                     
of necessity. The beginning of the film seemingly implies that the Amish lack the modern                             
conveniences of surrounding cultures, but then counters it with many scenes depicting the Amish                           
as a modern and progressive people. It mentions many of the things that the Amish feel are                                 
important, or even essential to their lifestyles. The film breaks the stereotype that the Amish                             
lifestyle is a ‘culture stuck in the past’, allowing the viewers to see that Amish do in fact accept                                     
change if, and only if, it allows them to keep their collective identity. Stating, “Change comes                               
about out of necessary economic survival mode” (Ibid.). Ultimately, their strict adherence to                         
religion takes precedence over everything else. While much of their practices are able to change,                             
the film ensures us that keeping their core values is what is most important for the Amish, and                                   
that one of the key ways to do this is to “place a high value on education. The Amish see                                       
 properly educated youth as the key to long term survival” (Ibid.). Along with this, the film states                                 
that education not only ensures that the religious beliefs of the Amish are maintained between                             
generations, the specialised education that the youth receive prepares them for Amish life, “the                           
purpose of education is to prepare a child to live successfully in the Amish community” (Ibid.). 
The Church bishops create all laws inside these communities with the intention of                         
maintaining a group dynamic while, also “managing two conflicting forces… too much change                         
means that they soon become like everyone else, too little change and they fail to survive                               
economically” (Ibid.). To do this the leaders must often find creative ways to bend the Amish                               
laws, such as partnering with non Amish businesses or allowing certain modifications to banned                           
technologies. 
Multiple times in the film, we discover that individuality is not acceptable in the Amish                             
culture. The film leads us to believe that the only way to make the culture survive is if the                                     
community acts as one: “Survival of the community demands that Amish see themselves not as                             
individuals, but as submissive members of a close knit Christian fellowship” (Ibid.).  
Finally, the film settles on the fact that the Amish are indeed similar to the English in                                 
many ways. The clothes and many of their traditions may set them apart, but the Amish are                                 
willing to change; “when survival is at stake, the Amish find ways of integrating change, but                               
they do it slowly and carefully” (Ibid.). The film implies that the Amish are content with their                                 
simple, group orientated lifestyle and believe that “too much progress would mean that Amish                           
families would no longer need to depend on each other and the community will begin to                               
disintegrate” (ibid). So, while Amish are not against progress, they are, according to the film, a                               
bit hesitant to progress, in fear of becoming losing their collective identity and becoming                           
English. 
 
 
  
 Chapter 5: Amish Culture in Bauman’s ‘Liquidly Modern’ World 
 
Presenting ‘Liquid Modernity’ 
 
Richard Sennett, talking about what new capitalism and its flexibility implied, used in                         
The Corrosion of Character ​the figure of Bill Gates to exemplify the way in which this new step                                   
in the evolution of the system worked. There, he explains how Gates “seems free of the                               
obsession to hold onto things. His products are furious in coming forth and as rapid in                               
disappearing, whereas Rockefeller wanted to own oil rigs, buildings, machinery, or railroad for                         
the long term”. He was surprised by the “willingness to destroy what he has made, given the                                 
demands of the immediate moment” (Sennett, 1998, p. 62). 
  The way we see it, this exemplifies perfectly the concept of ‘liquid modernity’, even                           
though when Zygmunt Bauman developed it two years after. In fact, Bauman (2000) himself                           
refers to this same success as a way of showing the character of this new phenomenon in his                                   
modern classic ​Liquid Modernity​. Gates’ case represents the main characteristics of the new                         
model: volatility, detachment, speed, adaptability, fragility and constant change. And its showed                       
against the old paradigm, the one from Rockefeller and John Ford, that is, ‘heavy capitalism’,                             
where things were perdurable, marked with boundaries, slow­paced and, definitely, solid. 
  This new form of modernity is, however, ‘liquid’. This metaphor shows quite accurately                         
how it is constituted. “Fluids travel easily” and that makes them “not easily stopped – they pass                                 
around some obstacles, dissolve some others and bore or soak their way through others still”                             
(Bauman, 2000, p. 2). Liquids move to new places quickly, but they abandon the space once                               
occupied just as fast. What characterises them is mobility and that is “what associates them with                               
the idea of ‘lightness’” (Ibid., p. 2). 
This kind of modernity, therefore, is based on high­speed change. Liquids find their                         
strength, precisely, in changing. “From the meeting with solids they emerge unscathed, while the                           
solids they have met, if they stay solid, are changed – get moist or drenched” (Ibid., p. 2) and that                                       
happens because fluids are shapeless, amorphous; they do not have to return to the previous form                               
 and just keep flowing. Solids, by contrast, suffer in their contact with fluids. They get eroded,                               
losing parts, shape and solidness, until they become one with the liquid. In their meeting, solids                               
have much to lose, that is, their very same form that makes them be what they are; while liquids                                     
do not, its essence is to remain shapeless. 
While ‘liquid’ is the way modernity is constituted, we could say that the metaphor for the                               
Amish would be ‘solid’. It is not true that their way of life has not changed in four centuries, but                                       
the rhythm of change is much slower than that of the English. Their culture, with all that implies                                   
– dressing, vehicles, Ordnung, leadership, community boundaries, family, faith, hard work, etc.                       
–, remains quite stable. Despite the predictions and studies, like the one made by Gertrude E.                               
Huntington in 1950, Amish culture survives and even grows, when referring to the number of                             
adepts and communities (Kraybill, Johnson­Weiner and Nolt, 2013). 
Amish culture remains as a solid marble statue, characterised by straw hats, horse drawn                           
buggies and beards without moustache, against the unstoppable force of the water. The liquid has                             
erased the borders of the sculpture and found his way through some recesses, but the figure is                                 
standing still; it has not become one with the flow. We see how they carefully adopt some of the                                     
benefits from modernity, while rejecting the ones that are more likely to endanger the stability of                               
the structure. There is a constant dialogue between the two forces that does not imply the                               
‘liquidification’ of Amish culture. In this chapter, we are going to present the discussion between                             
the ‘solid’ Amish culture and the ‘liquid’ mainstream world as a way of presenting the frame that                                 
determines how they relate with each other. 
  
The Clash Between the ‘Solid’ and the ‘Liquid’ 
  
  Amish ways differ greatly from the ones of the mainstream world. They may converge in                             
some situations, but their occasional encounters are marked with difference. This difference is                         
not just a matter of appearance, but a deeper one in terms of values, faith, traditions and almost                                   
all the main aspects of a culture. We could say that Amish look is also a way of symbolise this                                       
values, pointing out the difference between both inner worlds. We are going to focus in four                               
 blocks that constitute some of the principal divergences between these two forces: goals and                           
life­meanings, individuals and community, leadership and rules and space. 
  
Goals and Life-meanings 
   
One of the main characteristics of ‘liquid modernity’ is the absence of objectives.                         
Countless possibilities have made subjects of mainstream society uncertain about which one they                         
should chose. Bauman quotes Gerhard Schulze, expressing the following: “not knowing the ends                         
instead of the traditional uncertainty of not knowing the means” (Bauman, 2000, p. 61). There is                               
no reason to think that one path is better than the other, since all of them are available and look                                       
similarly attractive. At the same time, though, that is a cause of anxiety; there is no way of                                   
exploring all plausible goals and that leads to a constant change of them, making them futile.                               
“The question ‘What can I do? Has come to dominate action, dwarfing and elbowing out the                               
question ‘How to do best what I must or ought to do anyway?’” (Bauman, 2000, p. 61). 
  That makes mainstream society’s subjects to be in permanent change, searching “for                       
more and more means to give the life a feeling of sense” (Bauman, 2000, p. 73), though none of                                     
them provides the desired happiness. What happens with life­meanings is a symbol of how actual                             
civilisation behaves: consuming one thing after another as fast as possible; eating, but not                           
savouring. This marks a high­speed rhythm that defines the whole culture, from works to                           
relationships, going through consumer goods, styles, ideologies or neighbourhoods – just to note                         
some examples. The absence of an end, therefore, makes long­term life plans senseless; “In a life                               
ruled by the precept of flexibility, life strategies and plans can be but short­term” (Bauman,                             
2000, p. 138). 
  On the contrary, Amish culture appears with a quite clear knowledge about the ends, but                             
occasional doubts when referring to the means. As an Amish teenager puts it in ​Devil’s                             
Playground “they have one goal and their whole life they’re working for that one goal. And the                                 
goal is basically to get to heaven” (​Devil's Playground​, 2002). So the objective is to please god                                 
and reach eternal salvation, but questions emerge on how is the better way of achieving this.                               
Trouble in Amish Paradise ​is a good example of the dichotomy Amish people face when trying                               
 to discern which is the path to he followed for achieving the desired finale: trusting the Church                                 
leaders or the scriptures? Living isolated from the mainstream people or preaching among them?                           
Using their money for charity or for the community? (​Trouble in Amish Paradise​, 2009). 
  Consequently, Amish life is directed to a specific end, and all their actions are conducted                             
to achieve it. This marks a radical difference with the mainstream culture: for the English, plans                               
are short­term; for the Amish, life­lasting. We find distinction to be very relevant specific                           
moment in Amish life, namely Rumspringa. Even though “for most kids, ​Rumspringa is about                           
going out and getting wasted” (​Devil's Playground​, 2002), its importance is capital: it is a                             
decision whether to accept or not a long­term plan – so long­term that it will direct their lives                                   
until the end. A decision followed by the 85 per cent of the Amish youth (Kraybill, 2013). 
  After taking the decision and join the Church, Amish people have a quite clear guide of                               
how they should act, in order to achieve their goal. The Ordnung and the tradition gather all the                                   
answers to their possible questions related to dressing, technology, customs, gender roles,                       
leadership, education, work, etc. While in the ‘liquid’ mainstream society work is seen as a                             
fleeting and one­among­other thing (Bauman, 2000), in Amish communities work is a                       
fundamental axis: “Amish is just following a set of rules, a simple life­style and get ready to                                 
work like crazy” (​Trouble in Amish Paradise​, 2009). As it was in the ‘heavy capitalist’                             
modernity, work ennobles people and, in Amish case, is a part of their life­lasting plan. Contrary                               
to the mainstream view about it (Bauman, 2000), Amish people use to stay loyal to their work, as                                   
workers on Fordism were (Ibid.). Even when they have multiple work possibilities to take – and                               
they do chose different ones – there is one that excels among the others: farming. It seems like it                                     
is the best form of employment for reaching their end. In fact, most Amish families work in the                                   
industry or tourism sector until they have enough money to buy land. That is, at least, the desire;                                   
new times, though, are making this difficult (​The Amish: How They Survive​, 2005) and usually                             
the idea of having a farm stays as an ideal dream. 
  The way life is characterised makes Amish society less likely to change. There can exist                             
discussions on the means, but as long as the end is clear, seems like Amish culture will remain                                   
nearly the same through the years. As Bauman stated: “solids cancel time; for liquids, on                             
contrary, it is mostly time that matters” (Bauman, 2000, p. 2). That is one of the reasons that                                   
 make Amish a ‘solid’ culture. As long as it does not lose its ‘solidness’ against of the ‘liquid’,                                   
new times will be of minor relevance for them. 
 
The Individual and the Community 
   
Another factor that determines the ‘liquid’ form of modernity is the individual. The                         
individual is on the top of the pyramid of values in this new era; everything is subordinated to the                                     
individual: family, relationships, countries, neighbourhoods, works, etc. When it comes the point                       
of choosing between the individual and one of the other aspects, the individual is the natural                               
choice. But this supreme significance of the individual also entails a big responsibility: we need                             
to ​become​, that is, “’individualization’ consists of transforming human ‘identity’ from a ‘given’                         
into a ‘task’” (Bauman, 2000, p. 31). Therefore, we are in charge of all of our success and                                   
failures. 
  Individualisation has made us no longer citizens. A ‘citizen’ is “a person inclined to seek                             
her or his own welfare through the well­being of the city – while the individual tends to be                                   
lukewarm, sceptical or wary about ‘common cause’, ‘common good, ‘good society’ or ‘just                         
society’” (Ibid., p. 36). And Bauman continues: “What is the sense of ‘common interests’ except                             
letting each individual satisfy her or his own?” (Ibid., p. 36). To say it differently, in the ‘liquid                                   
era’, communities are just useful in the way they help the individual, that is, the individual is the                                   
priority. 
  Amish way is the complete opposition. Viewing reality from their spectrum, we could                         
say that Amish, unlike English, are ‘citizens’. ‘Individual’ does not make a lot of sense for the                                 
Amish people. Most of the rules of the Ordnung are a way of ‘cancelling’ the individual: clothes,                                 
hairstyles or horse drawn buggies that look the same are a method that downplays and nearly                               
eliminates the notion of the individual. These things, as well as artistic expressions, fancy home                             
decoration, etc. lead to pride and are condemned. 
Instead of that, the Amish have a very strong feeling of community. It is the counterpart                               
of the previous notion: if everyone dresses the same, drives the same, wears the same beard and                                 
hair, has similar houses and similar ideas, ‘they are all alike’, no one stands out. In ​Trouble in                                   
 Amish Paradise (2009) we see the relevance of the community with Marie’s disease and in ​The                               
Amish: How They Survive (2005) how the whole community helps building a new barn for                             
someone who has lost his. Community is the basic pillar of Amish life and being part of the                                   
community is one of the means to achieve their desired end. 
Bauman, quoting Sennett, explains how “the absence of difference, the ‘We are all alike’                           
feeling, and the ‘No need to negotiate since we are all of the same mind’ assumption, are the                                   
deepest meanings of the ‘community’ idea and the ultimate cause of its attraction” (Bauman,                           
2000, p. 99). Community is something desirable for the individual of the ‘liquid’ world. Bauman                             
focuses on the shopping centres, as a place where the feeling of community accompany the                             
customers for a time: “‘Being inside’ makes a true community of believers, unified by the ends                               
and means alike, by the values they cherish and the logic of conduct they follow […] For the few                                     
minutes or the few hours it lasts, one can rub one’s shoulders with ‘others like him (or her)’,                                   
co­religionists, fellow church­goers” (Ibid., p. 100). He could be talking of an Amish religious                           
service, but he is writing about the consumers of ‘liquid’ society. Their attempt to be part of                                 
something, even when it is temporal, constitutes some kind of removable community that can be                             
changed and abandoned as fast as clothes. 
Conscious of the power that community has, the Amish take good care of it. ​Trouble in                               
Amish Paradise (2009) shows us one way of keeping the feeling of ‘unity’ alive: they get rid of                                   
the dissonant members of the community. This way of throwing off the ‘rotten apples’                           
corresponds to what Lévi­Strauss named the ​anthropoemic strategy, which consisted, basically,                     
in ‘vomiting’ the different (Bauman, 2000, p. 101). That is also related with seeing Amish                             
culture as ‘nationalistic’. Nationalism is based on the idea that belonging or not­belonging to a                             
community is determined before being born and that the “sole choice left to the individual is                               
between embracing the verdict of fate with both arms and in good faith and rebelling against the                                 
verdict and so becoming a traitor to one’s calling” (Ibid., p. 175). 
In Amish culture there is no space for the different, nor the individual. Both things                             
endanger one of the most important parts – if not the most important one – of their attractiveness:                                   
the feeling of community. The rejection of being baptised and part of the community sets apart                               
those who pursue a more individualistic life. Also, for those who are already part of the Church,                                 
 excommunication is always a threat that they shall face if they ‘separate from the herd’. This                               
way, the Amish remain ‘solid’, getting rid of those who may cause ‘liquidification’ from the                             
inside. As Bauman states: “The vision of community, let me repeat, is that of an island of homely                                   
and cosy tranquillity in a sea of turbulence and inhospitality” (Ibid., p. 182). 
 
Leadership and Rules 
 
Due to the supreme importance of the individual, ‘liquid modernity’ is not likely to                           
accept leaders. As Bauman puts it: “[…] the post­Fordist, ‘fluid modern’ world of freely                           
choosing individuals does not worry about the sinister Big ​Brother who would punish those who                             
stepped out of line. In such a world, though, there is not much room either for the benign and                                     
caring Elder Brother who could be trusted and relied upon” (Bauman, 2000, p. 61). Leaders are                               
seen as a vestige from a past era; it is, rather, a time for counsellors (Ibid.). While leaders have                                     
authority, counsellors are based on the will of the listener. In a world where it is not the                                   
community, but rather the individual, that is the referent value, leaders are seen as a figure that                                 
restricts the freedom of the subject. It is the individual who has to make the choice and base his                                     
decision – if he wants – on the counsels he receives. As we already argued, that is also                                   
problematic: he has the responsibility for his success, but also for his failures. 
On the contrary, Amish communities have leaders whose importance is remarkable.                     
Leaders are chosen among the most distinguished men of the Church and they decide how                             
conservative or liberal the Ordnung should be and have the power to excommunicate those who                             
go against it. To trust the leaders is indispensable because they are the ones who decide which                                 
one is the path that will lead the citizens to heaven. People are not allowed to study the Bible on                                       
their own (​Trouble in Amish Paradise​, 2009), so they put all their hope in what the leaders                                 
prescribe. 
Bauman explains the differences between two kinds of discourse: Genesis discourse                     
where “disorder is the rule and order the exception” and Joshua discourse “where order is the                               
rule and disorder the exception” (Bauman, 2000, pp. 54­55). The Joshua discourse is                         
characterised by strict and strong boundaries (Ibid., p. 55). We could say that ‘liquid modernity’                             
 is Genesis, based on constant change, volatility and unpredictability. In contrast, we could say                           
that the Amish world is that of Joshua, where both the people and the leaders help to create a                                     
sticky cobweb that connects all the members of the community. 
Leaders are, ultimately, the keepers of the holy order of Amish communities and those                           
who are responsible for the ‘solidness’ of the society. They are the ones who decide how much                                 
‘liquid’ can penetrate the structure without damaging it. They are the ones in charge of managing                               
“two conflicting forces: too much change means they’ll soon become like everyone else; too                           
little change and they fail to survive economically” (​The Amish: How They Survive​, 2005).                           
Whether they are Big or Elder ​brothers is a difficult question. They watch that everyone does                               
what they are expected to do and also they have to be trusted by the people. If we had to say                                         
something, it looks like they have a little bit of both. 
 
Space 
 
  The last of the blocks of the ‘clash’ is that of space. In the Fordist era, space was a main                                       
concern, but in ‘liquid modern’ times “space no more sets limits to action and its effects, and                                 
counts little, or does not count at all” (Bauman, 2000, p. 117). New communication technologies,                             
faster and cheaper vehicles, infrastructures to ease the access and the primacy of the individual                             
above work, family or neighbourhood, have made that the focus changes from ‘space’ to ‘time’.                             
Distances are no longer measured in kilometres, but in minutes and hours. In a world where cars,                                 
planes and internet are affordable for most of the population, closeness has changed its                           
significance and relevance. A person with Internet on the other side of the globe can be                               
perceived as closer than one in the next village without it and two persons living in capital cities                                   
from different states with good flight routes can appear closer than other ones living in a few                                 
hours by car. In the ‘liquid’ world, there is no space for space. 
  Amish communities, however, give a fundamental importance to space. Rejecting cars,                     
Internet, electricity and phones make space something of value. To keep the community close                           
and the boundaries strong, Amish have to live together and separated from the mainstream. Their                             
works, also, need to be close to their homes, because their ability to move is reduced. And                                 
 relations with people outside of their immediate area are based on letters or occasional                           
phone­calls (Kraybill, 2013). 
  The importance of space is another reason to think of Amish culture as ‘solid’. Its                             
relevance is a consequence of the importance of the community and the boundaries, and the                             
rejection of the ‘harmful’ technologies. It is also a criterion to judge which influences from the                               
mainstream society are permitted and which not. Most of the prohibitions directly affect the                           
spatial frame because the relevance of the space is one, among other things, that characterises the                               
Amish and that separates them from the fluid world outside. 
 
Are the Amish Unmodern? 
 
In the previous section of this chapter, we have explained why mainstream society is                           
‘liquid’ while Amish society can be considered ‘solid’, basing our argumentation on four                         
fundamental blocks of how cultures are constituted. Using Bauman’s theory as a base, we have                             
presented the frame where Amish and mainstream society – and also their encounter – resides.                             
But there is still one question that remains unanswered: are the Amish modern? 
  That is a difficult question because, in the first place, we have to determine what is to be                                   
modern. From reading Bauman we can make a distinction between two different kinds of                           
modernity: ‘liquid’ and ‘solid’. He identifies ‘liquid modernity’ as the form of our era, while                             
‘solid modernity’ belongs to the middle of the past century and he usually associates this concept                               
with Fordism. In Fordism, plans were almost life­lasting, because work was a long­term thing                           
and life was built taking ‘work’ as a fundamental axis; communitarian ideas, like family,                           
company, nation, etc. still had a strong value, even more than the individual itself; leaders were                               
in the daily agenda as something to fear – in the case of totalitarianisms – or to reverence – as the                                         
Elder ​politician or businessman who were worthy of trust; and space was the standard that                             
determined commercial success – big factories, vast extensions of land and immense quantities                         
of properties (Bauman, 2000). 
   Fordism, though, started to lose its ‘solidness’: the fall of the Second world and the                             
globalisation that came after that turned the once ‘solid’ mainstream society into ‘liquid’. Amish                           
culture, however, remained ‘solid’, resisting the ‘liquidification’ forces from the English world. 
  It is untrue that the Amish are not modern. In most of the communities they adopt                               
contemporary advances, like milking machines – and refrigerators for the milk –, telephones,                         
sanitary care and even tractors. They are employed in non­Amish businesses and use tools                           
prohibited by the Ordnung ​when they are working; and when it comes to the point of real                                 
necessity they are allowed to go by car – without driving it – to their destination (Kraybill,                                 
2013). Therefore, it is not modernity that the Amish have rejected, it is ‘liquidification’. They are                               
modern, but not in the way the mainstream society is. Their modernity is ‘solid’ and they put all                                   
their efforts into preserving its solidness. 
  
 
  
 Chapter 6 - Mechanisms to preserve Amish culture 
 
Imagined Communities 
 
We are now going to use the concept of imagined communities in our project. First, we                               
are going to explain our understanding of imagined communities from a quote from Anderson.                           
Then we are going to compare the Amish to an imagined community. Finally, we are going to                                 
explain how we think that the Amish are using their imagined community to resist liquid                             
modernity. 
To define what an imagined community is, we will use the following quote from                           
Anderson: “In an anthropological spirit, then, I propose the following definition of the nation: it                             
is an imagined political community ­ and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign”                           
(Anderson, 1991, pp. 5­6). In this quote, Anderson gives his definition of a nation. Four                             
characteristics of the nation can be extracted from this definition. First, the nation is imagined,                             
meaning that although people living in a nation will never get to meet all of their conationals,                                 
they imagined each other as conationals and feel a strong bond towards each other. In the words                                 
of Anderson, “It is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know                               
most of their fellow­members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives                                   
the image of their communion” (Ibid., p. 6). Second, it is a community, in which people feel a                                   
sense of brotherhood, which can often be traced back to a common history. Third, it is limited,                                 
meaning that it has some well­defined borders, even though these may move with time. To quote                               
Anderson, “The nation is imagined as limited because even the largest of them, encompassing                           
perhaps a billion living human beings, has finite, if elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other                             
nations” (Ibid., p. 6). Finally, it is sovereign, meaning that inside the nation, the imagined                             
community is in control and citizens of the nations are subjected to it. As Anderson wrote, “It is                                   
imagined as sovereign because the concept was born in an age in which Enlightenment and                             
Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely­ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm”                     
(Ibid., p. 7). In other words, at the time the concept of the sovereign nation gained popularity,                                 
 people had ontological insecurities created by new explanations of the world such as those given                             
by the Enlightenment thinkers and also new explanations from other religions. However, a                         
sovereign state in which one hegemonic idea ruled would not have to deal with this type of                                 
insecurities, which made it ideal for keeping the power of the Church at the time. 
The concept of an imagined community can also describe something smaller than a                         
nation, as long as it adheres to these four characteristics. Therefore we will now discuss whether                               
the Amish people can be seen as an imagined community. 
Regarding the first criterion for defining an imagined community, the Amish community                       
is imagined. The Amish community is not a nation; it is contained within the United States of                                 
America. Nevertheless, although the Amish community is of a lesser scale than a nation, it still                               
is imagined because “all communities larger than primordial villages of face­to­face contact (and                         
perhaps even these) are imagined” (Anderson, 1991, p. 6). In many Amish villages everyone                           
knows each other and do have face­to­face contact most of the time, but we can still argue that                                   
their “image of their communion” (Ibid., p. 6) is a very strong one, so that it is not only the                                       
interactions between Old Order Amish people, but also their imagining of the Amish community                           
in general which shapes their community. 
Regarding to the second criterion of the definition of an imagined community given by                           
Anderson, namely that is imagined as a community, we could argue that the Amish are a strong                                 
community. In fact, according to ​The Amish: How They Survive (2005), “the Amish individual                           
exists as part of a larger Christian community, a community whose preservation is more                           
important than the material wishes of each individual”. This quote can give us sense of just how                                 
much the Amish give importance to their community, and prioritise the needs of the community                             
before oneself. An occurrence that exemplifies the strength of the Amish community was shown                           
in a scene of ​The Amish: How They Survive (2005) in which the barn of an Amish family has                                     
burned down, and as a result the whole Amish community rebuilds it in just a few days. Also, by                                     
the time Amish men reach their twenties, they have a job and a good pay (Ibid.). This is a great                                       
advantage that the community offers. The Amish people have a long shared history, which can                             
be traced back to their religious persecution in Europe from the seventeenth century to the early                               
eighteenth century, and their flight from Europe to North America. As Kraybill mentions, “Even                           
 today, stories of the harsh persecution remain alive among the Amish. The Martyrs Mirror, a                             
book of 1,100 pages found in many Amish homes, chronicles the bloody carnage. Stories of the                               
persecution also appeared in the back of the Amish hymn book, the Ausbund” (Kraybill, 2001, p.                               
5). Some of these hymns can be heard in ​The Amish: How They Survive (2005). The Amish also                                   
believe that using Pennsylvania Dutch keeps their traditions intact, as is said in ​Devil's                           
Playground ​(2002). It is by constantly imagining their collective past through songs and writings                           
and by regularly doing collective religious activities and working together that the Amish have                           
created a ‘deep, horizontal comradeship’ as the one Anderson referred to when describing the                           
imagined community (Anderson, 1991, p. 7). However, when an Amish individual breaks a rule                           
and is excommunicated, the sense of community is broken. The individual will be shunned by                             
his family and he will lose the security of going to heaven, because he is told that if he leaves the                                         
Amish he will go to hell when he dies. Also, as explained in ​The Amish: How They Survive                                   
(2005), a member of the Amish automatically loses his job if he decides to leave the Amish.                                 
Furthermore, shunning is very hard to cope with emotionally. In ​Devil's Playground ​(2002), a                           
young woman called Velda describes what she feels after she left the Amish: “I lost the support                                 
of my family, nobody would talk to me, it was like I wasn’t even there”. We can thus note that                                       
although there is a strong and supportive community within the Amish, this drastically changes                           
when a member of the Amish is excommunicated or decides to leave. 
The third characteristic of an imagined community is that it is limited by boundaries. The                             
Amish do not have physical borders, they have many settlements that are scattered across many                             
states in the US. However, the Amish do not travel much, and when they do it is mostly to go to                                         
the nearest English town to buy things in their horse­drawn buggies. This means that in a way                                 
they do have some geographical limitation, but these do not take the form of national boundaries.                               
As is explained in ​Devil's Playground ​(2002), the Amish believe it is best to stay apart from the                                   
world so as to avoid making life too easy for themselves, which would go against the spirit of                                   
Gelassenheit. However, at the same time “they are very connected not only to themselves, but to                               
society” (​The Amish: How They Survive​, 2005). 
The fourth characteristic of an imagined community is that it is sovereign. This means                           
that everyone in the imagined community adheres to its rules and that it has a bordering                               
 imagined community or nation, which it can be defined against. As an Amish teenager says in                               
Devil's Playground ​(2002), it is “practically unheard of” for an English person to join the Amish.                               
This can be explained by the fact that there are very strict rules that constitute the Ordnung of the                                     
Amish. These rules are decided by the Amish bishops, who are the same persons that hold the                                 
power in the Church and who have the final word in deciding who should be excommunicated or                                 
not. This sovereignty mainly seems to be acquired by resorting to fear. Because the Amish fear                               
going to hell or being excommunicated, the bishops do have a sovereign position in the                             
imagining of the Amish imagined community. However, due to practical reasons the Amish                         
often find ways to bend the rules. For instance, the Amish are not allowed to have a phone or                                     
computer in their home. Nevertheless, many Amish enterprises hire a non­Amish to do the                           
activities that require the use of a phone or computer in a separate office. Not only do they                                   
circumvent some rules, but also some Amish families are starting to question the truthfulness of                             
the rules laid out by the bishops. All the documentaries explain that to preserve the Amish way                                 
of life, it is important not to question it extensively. For instance, the Amish still read the Bible                                   
in ancient German even though many of them do not understand what it says.  
However, many Amish people are starting to read the Bible in English, and they realise                             
that some of the rules that they have been subjected to since their birth are not written in the                                     
Bible. As it is said in ​Trouble in Amish Paradise (2009), people are now starting to question                                 
whether it is the Bible or their leaders that they should follow. The case of Ephraim, which is                                   
portrayed in ​Trouble in Amish Paradise (2009), illustrates this issue: Ephraim and his family                           
have now stopped following some of the rules imposed by the leaders in their community                             
because they believe that they will go to heaven, as long as they follow the rules of the Bible.                                     
Another scene in ​Trouble in Amish Paradise (2009) shows a meeting between different                         
Churches, which is held in a city nearby the Amish settlement with the objective to convert                               
Amish people into their evangelical movement. A public speaker at the meeting is saying to the                               
crowd public that “it’s a sin to keep the people in darkness, by giving them a Bible in a language                                       
that they do not understand and telling them and warning them not to read it in English” (Ibid.).                                   
The bishops are aware of the danger that these meetings constitute for the survival of their                               
rhetoric and for their sovereignty and they do what they can to prevent the Amish from attending                                 
 at these meetings. For instance, some people have been excommunicated for showing up at these                             
meetings, and Ephraim’s family also run a risk by being there. When Amish individuals leave                             
the Amish Church (either forever or during the period of Rumspringa) or are excommunicated,                           
they do break some of the rules of the Amish Church. For instance, they get used to driving                                   
around in cars, wearing English clothes. According to different interviewees in ​Devil's                       
Playground ​(2002), these are the things that they miss most when going back to the Amish after                                 
the Rumspringa. Likewise, they are also some of the first things that the Amish do when leaving                                 
the Amish. Nonetheless, from the impression that the documentaries gave us of the Amish, it                             
seems that they do not fully break the fundamental Amish behaviours. Many of them still                             
treasure the spirit of Gelassenheit and they still worship God. If we take the case of the teenager                                   
Sharon, who deals drugs and gets in trouble with the law, we can say that he is not acting                                     
according to the Amish spirit of Gelassenheit. Also, Velda got accepted to college, which would                             
be seen a proud or arrogant behaviour by the Amish. However, they all get a job, including                                 
Sharon, who stops dealing drugs, so they still have the work ethic that characterises the Amish.                               
Additionally, in ​Trouble in Amish Paradise (2009), Ephraim does not reject his religion                         
completely, he just seeks for the version of Christianity that he agrees the most with.                             
Nonetheless, he still dresses Amish and teaches his children Amish values. This means that not                             
all sovereignty is lost, even when the Amish are outside their community. 
We can now note that the Amish community does have numerous affinities which the                           
concept of the imagined community that Anderson (1991) used to describe the nation. We will                             
now explain how the characteristics of an imagined community that the Amish possess can help                             
them resist liquid modernity. Hopefully, this part will shed some light on how the Amish survive                               
as a culture and also on some of the paradoxes of Amish culture. 
In Chapter 5 our description of liquid modernity gravitated towards four main ideas about                           
liquid modernity. First, in a society characterised by heavy modernity, such as the Amish, the                             
individuals have a goal or life meaning. As mentioned before, the ultimate goal of the Amish,                               
which defines the way they life, is to get to paradise when they die. Constantly having this goal                                   
in mind and resorting to their religion for explanations about everything in life gives the Amish                               
great ontological security. As mentioned in ​The Amish: How They Survive (2005), the Amish                           
 horse­driven buggy is the epitome of the Amish way of life. Not only does it symbolise the                                 
collective identity of the Amish, it also reflects the slow pace at which every action is conducted.                                 
In fact, the Amish are not keen to changes in their way of life and when a change is proposed it is                                           
always carefully assessed whether this change will be beneficial or not to the community. In                             
contrast, the English world is full of changes and life in it is fast paced. The English world                                   
represents liquid modernity. The values of the English world are ever changing and there is not                               
one single life goal or meaning. This creates much insecurity among the Amish. A remedy to this                                 
insecurity can be the creation of an Amish consciousness, similar to the national consciousness,                           
which arises when a community is imagined. 
This leads us to the second characteristic of a society with heavy modernity, namely that                             
it is oriented towards the community. Not only is this a characteristic of a heavily modern                               
society; it is also one of the four characteristics of the definition of a nation given by Anderson                                   
(1991). The Amish society is an anthropoemic one, meaning that it wants a homogeneous mass                             
of individuals, who do not stray out away from a normally accepted behaviour. Anyone that does                               
not respect the rules is, in the words of Bauman “vomited” out of the community, or, in the                                   
words of the Amish, excommunicated (Bauman, 2000, p. 101). 
The third aspect that characterises heavy modernity is a strong leadership and set of rules.                             
In the Amish community, the bishops are the leaders who decide the rules. This aspect of heavy                                 
modernity overlaps with one of the four pillars of the imagined community, i.e. sovereignty. In                             
the Amish community, the bishops are sovereign. As mentioned previously, they are the ones                           
who decide the rules that the Amish should live by, they are the ones who teach what is written                                     
in the Bible (or their interpretation of it) to the Amish and they are the ones that have the power                                       
to excommunicate members from the community. 
Finally, in heavy modernity space is important. This is also the case in imagined                           
communities, as one of the characteristics of an imagined community is that it is limited. In the                                 
case of the Amish, it is not limited by national boundaries, because the Amish are not a nation,                                   
but although they are less apparent than national frontiers, the Amish do have many boundaries.                             
For instance, the Amish do have their own language, which is instrumental in producing a                             
 national consciousness. Furthermore, the Amish do not live in ‘liquidly modern’ English cities;                         
although they do interact with it, the Amish keep a ‘safety distance’ from the English world. 
To conclude the first part of this chapter, we can observe that the imagined community is                               
analogous to heavy modernity in many ways. Because the Amish see liquid modernity as a                             
threat, holding on to heavy modernity seems desirable, and different examples have illustrated                         
that the Amish do strive to preserve the ‘solidness’ of their community by safeguarding pillars of                               
their imagined community such as community, sovereignty and limitedness. The next part of this                           
chapter will explain a way of preserving the ‘solidness’ of Amish, namely by using Ideological                             
State Apparatuses and Repressive State Apparatuses.  
 
Ideological and Repressive State Apparatuses 
 
Most widely known for his work ​Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses​, French                       
Marxist philosopher, Louis Althusser, seemed to be a natural fit for our research. His writings                             
build on Marx’s view on ideology, which he felt was underdeveloped, and needed to be revised.                               
Althusser’s ​Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses ​elaborates and advances on his own                       
theory of ideology and introduces a concept that he believes is the basis behind social control.                               
We feel that applying this theory will allow us to gain a better understanding of the Amish                                 
culture and to clarify why it is the way it is today, as well as what the driving forces or                                       
mechanisms are that allow it to resist liquid modernity and to expand. We will now describe the                                 
theory and the main concepts developed in this theory, then relate the theory to the Amish                               
community and finally, we will discuss how the theory connects with the theories of imagined                             
communities and liquid modernity. 
The first concept that is of paramount importance for understanding the theory set forth                           
by Althusser is the division between infrastructure and superstructure. Althusser uses these                       
terms to define how a society functions. While the infrastructure would be the base that houses                               
the economic aspects of society, the superstructure would stand upon that and contain the law                             
and ideologies of the society. The belief that the capitalist state requires a means to produce                               
 goods as well as the reproduction of labour power, has led Althusser to divide the State into the                                   
infrastructure and the superstructure. Although, without the infrastructure, the superstructure                   
would not be able to exist, our focus will be on the superstructure. Althusser says both; “(1)                                 
there is a ‘relative autonomy’ of the superstructure with respect to the base;” and “(2) there is a                                   
‘reciprocal action’ of the superstructure on the base.” (Althusser, 1971, p. 135). This leads us to                               
believe that, although there is certain autonomy between the two, they are still connected. With                             
this in mind, we choose to acknowledge their relationship, but also to narrow our research and                               
place our emphasis on the superstructure. The superstructure, according to Althusser, consists of                         
the Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) and the Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). In the very                           
basic sense, according to Althusser, there are two ways to get a society to act and behave in a                                     
way that is desired by the ruling class. These are, as their respective titles suggest, repressively                               
or ideologically. “The Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) functions ‘by violence’, whereas the                       
Ideological State Apparatus (ISA) functions ‘by ideology’” (Ibid., p. 145). For the purpose of                           
this research, we will focus mainly on the ISA, although the RSA cannot be excluded as it is an                                     
integral part of Althusser’s theory and, as will be explained later, the RSAs are present in the                                 
Amish society. Even though more focus will be placed on the ISA, we will now elucidate how                                 
both the ISA and RSA work. 
The RSA, is the ‘hard power’ sector of Althusser’s theory. He believes that, in order to                               
maintain control, the ruling elite must suppress the working class. In this case, the ruling elite, or                                 
ruling class often takes the shape of the State, and the power to suppress and dominate is given to                                     
leaders, military, police, courts and the government. One way to ensure complete control is                           
through repression. Using Althusser’s Repressive State Apparatus, the ruling class controls the                       
RSA and can flex their power by creating fear among the working class in an attempt to force the                                     
working class to comply. The main tool used in the implementation of RSAs is fear. Although                               
fear can come in many shapes, in Althusser’s RSA, this fear comes from the fear of punishment.                                 
Often this punishment will present itself in the form of violence or other coercive means that are                                 
deemed necessary. This does not mean that the ruling class will resort to physical violence                             
though, often the mere mention of violence is enough to sway the population into desired                             
direction. According to Althusser, “The State is explicitly conceived as a repressive apparatus.                         
 The State is a ‘machine’ of repression, which enables the ruling classes to ensure their                             
domination over the working class, thus enabling the former to subject the latter to the process of                                 
surplus value extortion (i.e. to capitalist exploitation)” (Althusser, 1971, p. 131). A modern                         
example of creating fear and repression is through wage control. This does not imply violence by                               
any means, but through the fear of not receiving pay, workers will most likely do what their                                 
employer wishes, even if the ideologies of the workers do not fit with their work. He states that                                   
“the reproduction of labour power requires not only a reproduction of its skills, but also, at the                                 
same time, a reproduction of its submission to the rules of the established order” (Ibid., p. 127).                                 
Through fear of unemployment, a steady and ‘hardworking’ workforce will be in place, ensuring                           
the continuation of goods. 
Althusser defines ideology as “The system of the ideas and representations which                       
dominate the mind of a man or social group” (Althusser, 1971, p. 149). These ideologies are used                                 
to create the ISAs. If the RSA were the ‘hard power’ sector then the ISA would constitute the                                   
‘soft power’ sector. While the RSAs often belong to such organisations as the heads of state,                               
government, police, courts, army etc., ISAs are much more prevalent in the private sector. Often                             
these include Churches, schools and families, but can also include trade unions, the media and                             
even sports clubs. The main difference between the ISAs and RSAs is that, rather than creating                               
order and compliance through repressing and punishment, the ISAs maintain their rule through                         
the ideology of the dominant class. Nevertheless, a certain amount of fear must remain if the                               
ruling or dominant class wishes to remain in power. The power is often different in ISAs and                                 
many times it is not seen as a traditional power. Nonetheless, it is enforced by ensuring that the                                   
working class will submit to ideologies out of fear of being labelled as different. “An ideology                               
always exists in an apparatus and its practice, or practices. This existence is material.”                           
(Althusser, 1971, p. 156). Therefore, Althusser believes that ideologies are inevitable and will                         
always occur. As previously mentioned, a major change from RSA, the ISA produces a willing                             
compliance rather than compliance out of fear of violence. This leads us to believe that the ISA                                 
would obviously be desired over the RSA, but that cannot always be the case. In the ISAs,                                 
ideologies of the ruling class often become the ideologies of the populace, therefore removing                           
the need for punishment. While many ISAs exist, Althusser believes that education is the                           
 ultimate ISA, as he stated: "What the bourgeoisie has installed as its number­one, i.e. as its                               
dominant ideological State apparatus, is the educational apparatus, which has in fact replaced in                           
its functions the previously dominant ideological State apparatus, the Church." (Ibid., p. 154).                         
The education does shape how the populace thinks and acts, as Althusser explains in this quote:                               
“the school (but also other State institutions like the Church, or other apparatuses like the Army)                               
teaches ‘know­how,’ but in forms which ensure subjections to the ruling ideology or the mastery                             
of its ‘practice’” (Ibid., p. 128). However, it is not the only actor in the ISA. The various ISAs                                     
are linked together and are controlled by the ideology that maintains the most power. According                             
to Althusser, to ensure that the dominant ideology remains as such, it is taught in schools at a                                   
very young age. Essentially, schools, Churches, families and other public ideologies share the                         
same ideologies. Althusser states that “[t]he unity that constitutes the plurality of ISAs as a body                               
is not immediately visible” (Althusser, 1971, p. 137). By examining his theory, we can begin to                               
understand how the Amish, a society that from an outsider’s point of view seems almost archaic,                               
not only maintains its population, but is one of the fastest growing religious groups in the United                                 
States (Caldwell, 2012). 
Using Althusser’s theory, we can apply it to the various Amish communities scattered                         
around the United States. If we examine the Amish subculture, we find that Althusser’s ISAs are,                               
in fact, utilised throughout this society. According to Althusser, the education apparatus is the                           
most dominant form of ISA, and in Amish communities, this is closely watched and regulated by                               
community leaders. According to ​The Amish: How They Survive ​(2005)​, ​the Amish children                         
either attend Amish ran schools or local public schools in which the Amish have an influence on                                 
the education. Although formal Amish education ceases after the 8th grade, education continues                         
until a trade is learned. This way the values and Amish societal norms can be instilled into the                                   
youth during childhood and adolescence. In addition to the education ISA, the Church and family                             
apparatuses play an essential role in ensuring that ideologies are followed. Nonetheless,                       
Althusser believes that the school has overtaken the Church in terms of control and/or power. He                               
states “The School­Family couple has replaced the Church­Family couple” and “One ISA                       
certainly has the dominant role, although hardly anyone lends an ear to its music: it is so silent!                                   
This is the School” (Althusser, 1971, p. 146). The Amish culture is one that is founded on the                                   
 basis of a religious belief, the Church binds the community together, while the school seems to                               
be a distant afterthought. Therefore, we can say that while the in the English world, the                               
School­Family couple is dominant, in the Amish world it is still the Church­Family couple that is                               
dominant. The school is also an active ISA in Amish society. In fact, the Amish choose very                                 
meticulously which schools their children attend: “until age 13 most Amish children attend                         
one­room Amish schools” (​Devil’s Playground​, 2002). They also carefully decide what to teach                         
in Amish schools, and they mostly teach practical knowledge, which prepares the Amish for                           
manual labour. Furthermore, as is stated in ​Devil’s Playground (2002), “believing that education                         
leads to pride, the Amish require their children to drop out after 8th grade and begin working”. 
The Amish have roots in both RSAs and ISAs. The Amish do have a somewhat formal                               
governing system that instils fear into the general population. Although, the Amish are wholly                           
opposed to any form of violence, one can argue that they “control” their society by inducing the                                 
fear of being shunned by the Church and community, which in most villages is equivalent to                               
being shunned by family and friends. To prevent being shunned, all Amish have to abide by                               
strict laws created by the leaders of the community. This would demonstrate that the RSAs are                               
present in the Amish culture. The fear that is imposed not only allows the ruling class to maintain                                   
power and control, it also maintains order and creates an ultimatum. We can see how RSAs play                                 
a role when we look at the documentary called ​Devil’s Playground ​(2002): ​through fear of being                               
shunned and losing all contact with friends and family, many of the teens verbally admit that                               
they love the thought of being English, but feel that the punishment of losing contact is too                                 
much. In theory, in societies controlled by RSAs the sole use of fear can be sufficient to exert                                   
control over the population. However, as previously mentioned, punishments are often resorted                       
too. For the Amish, fear does not suffice; they do have the concrete punishment of                             
excommunication or shunning, and although these can be felt by a whole community, the Amish                             
do not refrain from using it. For instance, this was documented in ​Devil’s Playground ​(2002),                             
where a young woman named Velda explains how she feels after she left the Amish: “I lost the                                   
support of my family, nobody would talk to me, it was like I wasn’t even there”. In the same                                     
documentary, we are introduced to a young Amish man named Faron. Although the community                           
has not officially shunned him, he chooses to live in Florida with his girlfriend, but he struggles                                 
 with the decision of whether he should return to the Amish or stay in Florida. He states that he                                     
sometimes wishes he had stayed and lived Amish, because it was easier. He had a job and was                                   
with his family, which had given him security and a distinct collective identity. Now he does not                                 
feel Amish anymore, but he does not feel English either; he is in between two cultures (Ibid.)​.                                 
This illustrates the struggle that many teens face when they participate in Rumspringa. While the                             
Amish community allows these teens to experience the world outside their own, it can be                             
questionable if their decisions are really of their own free will. If we were to apply Althusser’s                                 
theory, then it would seem that their decision is based out of fear of punishment, in this case the                                     
fear of shunning. 
Not only does the ISA present itself in the form of mechanisms that steer Amish society,                               
in fact, it is also apparent at an actual and empirical level in the communities. This is evident in                                     
the highly visible culture that they present. From the clothes they wear to the way they act, they                                   
show a sense of pride in their collective identity. According to ​The Amish: How They Survive                               
(2005)​, ​“What we are trying to follow, are basically the patterns that were set by our Anabaptist                                 
forefathers. In certain areas, in dress and in certain lifestyle. If you keep doing some of these                                 
things and you adhere to the standards and the things that they teach, they will help you create                                   
the absence of temptation in your Christian life”. The presence of their collective identity is                             
clearly visible within the Amish society, in fact, the ideologies can be traced back to the founders                                 
of the Amish religion, and it is, without a doubt, important for the members to remain loyal. So                                   
much so that the “survival of the community demands that Amish see themselves not as                             
individuals, but as submissive members of a close knit Christian fellowship” (​The Amish: How                           
They Survive​, 2005)​. ​The ideologies present in the Amish society are so strong that individuality                             
is not encouraged. 
During the opening scenes of ​The Amish: How They Survive ​(2005), an astonishing fact                           
was displayed, “numbering only about 5000 in 1900, by the year 2000 they numbered nearly                             
200.000 souls in 25 [US] states and one Canadian province, their populations now doubles every                             
20 years”. The Amish population is growing at a faster pace than ever before: a 2012 US census                                   
has shown that the Amish population is growing, “on average, 1 new settlement about every 3 ½                                 
weeks, and shows that more than 60 per cent of all existing Amish settlements have been                               
 founded since 1990.” (Caldwell, 2012). Additionally, “unlike other religious groups, however,                     
the growth is not driven by converts joining the faith, but instead can be attributed to large                                 
families and high rates of baptism.” (Caldwell, 2012). This further represents a common                         
ideology among the Amish, as the evidence is showing that the people of these communities                             
adhere to the societal norms and ideologies of their communities, rather than join the English.                             
This is also explained in ​Devil’s Playground ​(2002), where it is stated that “currently almost                             
ninety per cent of Amish young people will join the Amish Church” and that “This retention rate                                 
is the highest ever since the founding of the Amish Church in 1693”. While it is open to                                   
discussion whether Althusser’s theory best explains the high Amish retention and growth rates, it                           
can give a reasonable explanation of these phenomena. The many rituals and traditions that are                             
inherent in the Amish culture can be seen as ideologies. Whether it is their resistance to the                                 
West’s view of modernity or their strong affinity towards religion, these are ideologies and they                             
help define the Amish. 
The Amish culture is one of high visibility and it can easily be distinguished from the                               
surrounding cultures. This is extremely important for the people of these Amish communities.                         
Indeed, the desire to maintain a simple lifestyle has always been at the forefront of the Amish.                                 
Although the eyes of outsiders often fall on the clothes and other physical characteristics of the                               
Amish way of life, religion and family are the main forces that truly define Amish culture.                               
Whether it is the Church or the Education ISA, they both inculcate an ideology into the                               
community that ensures that their collective cultural identity remains intact. There is a fine line                             
how much the Amish can change without losing their collective identity, and a fine line between                               
how much they can resist liquid modernity and still survive: “for the Amish, survival of their                               
community turns on their ability to manage two conflicting forces… too much change means that                             
they soon become like everyone else, too little change and they fail to survive” (​The Amish: How                                 
They Survive​, 2005). While the Amish are very focused on living a simple, Christian life with the                                 
goal of reaching heaven, the English, according to Bauman, have no desire to strive for an end.                                 
The Amish wariness to adopt new technologies contrasts the enthusiasm or obsession for                         
technology of the English, who continually “search for more” (Bauman, 2000, p. 73). We will                             
now try to give an explanation for these aspects of the Amish, by explaining how the Amish use                                   
 of ISAs and RSAs correspond to heavy modernity, while the English world’s use of ISAs and                               
RSAs coincides with liquid modernity. This explanation will be centred on the four main aspects                             
that distinguish heavy modernity from liquid modernity, i.e. goals and life­meanings,                     
individuality versus community, leadership and rules and space. 
The Amish are a people that avoid individuality, in fact, according to ​The Amish: How                             
They Survive ​(2005)​, “the Amish are an unusually close knit people, and they rely entirely on                               
each other's support”. We can clearly see how Althusser’s interpellation plays a role in the                             
Amish, with the individuals accepting their communal roles in the greater community. While this                           
is common practice for the Amish, the English often put great emphasis on individuality. If we                               
were to apply Bauman’s theory, we are able to see that the Amish fit more closely into the                                   
category of a non­liquid, or solid society. The only point where individuality is shown is during                               
the period of Rumspringa, where they appear to be free from Amish ISAs, but rather subjected to                                 
the English ISAs. Although, as evident in ​The Devil’s Playground ​(2002)​, the youth that                           
participate in Rumspringa struggle with their decision to “Go English” or return to their                           
communities to get baptised.  
As previously mentioned, the Amish culture is one that centres on the Church. The                           
Church plays the role of both an RSA and that of an ISA. The Amish were created as a religious                                       
society and to this day the leaders of the communities are heavily involved in the Church.                               
Although, the Church creates the laws, the school and family ISAs are essential in the spread of                                 
the ideologies that are so ingrained into the minds of the Amish. If we look at the Amish                                   
community as a solid, or heavy modernity society, then we must take the period of Rumspringa                               
and label it liquid, as this is the time that many youths have the opportunity to experience the                                   
English world.  
While the Amish are spread throughout the United States and Canada, their communities                         
are often very similar. Although, this physical space between the Amish may seem vast, it does                               
not play that much of a role in the shaping of their communities. The leaders of each community                                   
place the law of the Church above all else, but are free to ‘modernise’ in ways that they see                                     
appropriate. The fact that the Amish have an ultimate goal in mind ensures that all these                               
communities scattered across the continent remain, to an extent, solid. 
 Conclusion 
 
To test our hypothesis, which amounted to testing the explanatory power of our theories,                           
we developed three working questions. We will now explain the findings of each working                           
question and how they relate to the hypothesis and research question. 
The first working question was ‘How are the Amish described in the documentaries?’. By                           
watching the documentaries ​Devil's Playground ​(2002)​, The Amish: How They Survive ​(2005)                       
and ​Trouble in Amish Paradise (2009) we identified some problematic aspects such as                         
excommunication and the mixing of culture and religion, which were described in Chapter 4.                           
However, this working question was created solely for descriptive purposes and although it                         
introduced us to issues related to the cultural survival of the Amish, we could not get a clear                                   
picture of with causal mechanisms that could be responsible for the issues described. Therefore                           
after this descriptive part, we introduced our theories and compared concepts from the theories to                             
the description of the Amish community. 
The second working question was ‘How does liquid modernity threaten the Amish?’. In                         
Chapter 5, we explained how the Old Order Amish can be seen as heavily modern and as more                                   
solid, whereas the English world can be seen as liquidly modern. Four points were then                             
discussed in which the heavily modern Amish community and the liquid English society differ.                           
The first point was ‘Goals and Life­meanings’ and it was concluded that whereas a heavily                             
modern society usually has very specific goal in life, such as the Amish having the ultimate goal                                 
of going to paradise, in a liquidly modern world there is no fixed goal. The second point was                                   
‘The Individual and the Community’: here it was concluded that in heavy modernity individuals                           
were mainly working for their community, whereas in liquid modernity individuals act in their                           
own interest. The third point was ‘Leadership and Rules’ and it was related to the previous point                                 
about the individual versus the community: in a liquid society in which individuality is praised,                             
leaders such as the bishops and rules such as the Ordnung are seen as an obstacle to the freedom                                     
of individuals. In contrast, in Amish life, individuality is seen as a display of pride and is                                 
rejected. Finally, ‘Space’ was discussed: in a liquid society with advanced transport and                         
communication technologies, space is not very relevant, whereas in the Amish society, space is                           
 still of fundamental importance for the community to keep its strength. As was seen in this                               
chapter with the use of Bauman’s theory of ‘liquid modernity’, the Amish culture and the                             
English world differ on four fundamental points and if the Amish do not keep a ‘safe distance’                                 
from the English world, their culture risks to fade away. 
The third working question, namely ‘Which survival mechanisms are at work in Amish                         
society?’, was where we brought in the theory of imagined communities and the theory of                             
Ideological State Apparatuses and Repressive State Apparatuses. We used four criteria, which                       
we derived from Anderson's definition of the nation, to compare the Amish culture to an                             
imagined community. The criteria of imagining refers to the fact that a nation or imagined                             
community does not appear out of nothing, but is socially constructed. The Amish culture is                             
indeed constantly socially constructed: there is a constant imagining of what it means to be                             
Amish that is going on, through the Ordnung and religion. The criteria of community was also                               
very apparent in the Amish culture, which is described in the documentaries as a very close­knit                               
community, where individuality is seen as going against the spirit of Gelassenheit. Regarding the                           
criteria of having limits it was concluded that, although the Amish do not have boundaries like a                                 
nation does, they do set themselves apart from the English world. The fourth criteria was                             
sovereignty: the Amish do have strict rules which all Amish members respect, unless they are                             
excommunicated or they are in the Rumspringa period (and even in those cases they might still                               
adhere to these rules). To sum up the part about imagined communities, the model did explain                               
many aspects of Amish culture and we believe that by imagining themselves as an imagined                             
community the Amish are preserving their cultural values. 
Since the Amish do not have a traditional English government, we were able to use Louis                               
Althusser’s Theory of Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses to demonstrate how the ISAs                         
and RSAs ensure that the ideologies of the Amish culture are maintained. We found that,                             
although the Church bishops function as the RSA and they rule over the population using fear as                                 
a motivator, they also play the role of an ISA, ensuring that their ideologies are instilled onto the                                   
population using the education and religion ISAs. Through Althusser’s essay we discovered that                         
ideologies will always be present and we found that, through interpellation, the Amish                         
individuals believe that they are fulfilling the role that they are intended to fulfil by following the                                 
 ideologies set forth by the Church. We discovered that, according to Althusser’s theory, this is                             
essentially creating obedient subjects of the ruling class, thus allowing the culture to not only                             
survive, but to rapidly expand. 
The use of the theory of liquid modernity in conjunction with the theories of imagined                             
communities and Ideological and Repressive State Apparatuses offered a strong explanation for                       
the complexity of the Amish culture and it’s way of surviving. Our research question was ‘How                               
can the threats against Amish culture and its defence against these threats be explained, based on                               
the picture of the Amish that we derived from the documentaries?’ and our hypothesis, which we                               
hoped would be a valid answer to our research question, was the following ‘Through the                             
imagining of itself as an imagined community, and through the use of Ideological State                           
Apparatuses and Repressive State Apparatuses, the Amish culture is distantiating itself from                       
‘liquid modernity’, thus preserving their culture’. In conclusion, our hypothesis did provide a                         
strong answer for our research question in the form of an explanation of the threats toward                               
Amish culture and of how Amish culture faces these threats. 
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